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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the below mentioned options is not a best practice to
securely manage the AWS access credentials?
A. Create strong access key and secret access key and attach to
the root account
B. Enable MFA for privileged users
C. Create individual IAM users
D. Keep rotating your secure access credentials at regular
intervals
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
It is a recommended approach to avoid using the access and
secret access keys of the root account. Thus, do not download
or delete it. Instead make the IAM user as powerful as the root
account and use its credentials.
The user cannot generate their own access and secret access
keys as they are always generated by AWS.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A business analyst (BA) is facilitating a meeting between
process owners to capture the business rules for a workflow
solution. One of the attendees expresses a strong opinion that
the solution will not deliver the expected value.
How will the BA ensure the process owner remains engaged and
will support the change?
A. Record the feedback and continue
B. Review the future state
C. Update the requirements
D. Change the governance approach
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer has complained that an error message is showing up
after they close and reopen the form. It is discovered that a
synchronous workflow controls the error message process.
What should be changed so that the error message displays while
the form is open?
A. Change the synchronous workflow to use temporary data.
B. Change the synchronous workflow to an asynchronous workflow.
C. Change the synchronous workflow to use permanent data.
D. Change the synchronous workflow to trigger from a state
action.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the range of addresses that is used for IPv4-mapped
IPv6 addresses?
A. 2002. . /16
B. 2001. db8. . /32
C. 2001. db9. . /32
D. . . ffff. /16
E. . . ffff. 0. 0/96
Answer: E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Section: (none)
Explanation/Reference
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